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Courtney Campbell Reviewed.com - Recommendations are self-selected by reviewers. The purchases you make on our links can bring us commissions. A few months ago, home work became the new norm for office workers across the country because of the COVID-19 pandemic. At first people stocked
up on what they needed to get a job, but because it was a temporary situation, investing in office furniture was not what many people felt necessary. Now that we are in mid-July and many offices do not reopen until at least 2021, the reality is that our homes may be doubling as offices for much longer than
we thought. The same goes for students who will be distance learning again when the next school year begins. While this is probably not a permanent situation if you haven't already, now is the perfect time to finally hunker down and set up an official office space at home starting from the desk.
Fortunately, you don't have to spend too much to buy a quality desk, which is essential for those on a strict budget right now. Retailers like Amazon, Wayfair, Target, and more are selling highly rated tables that fall under $150, a price that strikes the perfect balance of budget and quality. After cleaning the
websites that carry the tables, we found 10 popular ones that are still in stock. If you need a new office chair to go with your desk, be sure to check out our top-rated chairs coverage you can buy online, too.1. A simple table with thousands of reviews on AmazonWith with nearly 6,000 reviews and a 4.7-
star rating, this is one of the most popular tables on Amazon. It has cool, industrial legs as well as three different wood spots to choose from (oak, brown and vintage). The best part about this desk is that no tools are needed to customize it. You just turn your legs and trim everything in place that
reviewers can testify, it's easy to do. They also claim that the table is quite sturdy. Get the Coavas Simple Learning Table on Amazon for $94,882. An inexpensive table with built-in storage that is perfect for small rooms This table at Home Depot is currently sold out in several colors, but is still available in
Gray, Walnut, and Americano. If you work out of a small space, you want to act fast because this table can fit anywhere. About 40 inches long, it comes with additional storage space for storing documents and table accessories or for displaying jewelry. Not to mention, it's less than $40, which makes it an
excellent budget choice as well. Reviewers love how small and sturdy the front desk feels, but really warns that you what you pay for, so don't expect it to last for years to come. Take Furingno 40. A rectangular brown computer desk at Home Depot for $36,203. A wooden table from Target's Project 62
collection, which can be obtained in three different wooden spots, this modern-style table is a great choice for any small home office. That's only 42,42. In length and has two spacious storage boxes as well as two sockets and two USB ports built in. More than 1,300 reviewers love it for its style and easy



build. Our director of audience development, Heather, recently bought this table and says it was great for her home office. Currently, it is only available in oak. Get The Project 62 Loring Wood Writing Table on Target for $119,994. An industrial table with two levels Of dark metal legs and a wooden finish
of this table from Wayfair will be lined with industrial vibes. It also has two levels, making it ideal for decorating or placing an extra monitor on top. With over 2,000 reviews and a 4.5-star rating, reviewers love how easy this table is to assemble and how it fits into a minimalist space. Get Laurel Lyomium
Modern Farmhouse Tess Table at Wayfair for $123,995. An L-shaped table on Amazon that's great for gamingIf you have more space, an L-shaped table can be a great option. This table on Amazon is long enough to hold a second monitor or home printer, but it doesn't take too much space in your home
just 45 inches long. You can also purchase two and create a U-shaped workspace that will make for a great gaming setup. Get a GreenForest L-shaped corner table on Amazon for $149,996. A compact table with plenty of storage from WayfairReviewers love this table on Wayfair because it has an actual
cabinet that makes it easy to store precious paper. It also has a small house for laptops and binders, but only 45 inches long, so it's still a good size for most apartments. Happy customers love the table for its industrial farm style and the fact that it was easy to assemble. Get Laurel Limemia Contemporary
Farmhouse Tristan Table at Wayfair for $149,997. Stylish table complete with racks This sleek table is a fan favorite among Wayfair buyers. It has trendy X-framed legs and comes with four cubbies to put a variety of baubles-all at an affordable price. Reviewers especially love it for how cute and sturdy it
is. They also love that there is enough room to decorate it and make it their own. Get the Langley Street Paige Writing Table at Wayfair for $106,998. A large table with a ton of reviews on AmazonLooking for a large but inexpensive table? At under $140, this 47 inch long desk should do the trick, as it is
one of the longest tables available in this price range. It has earned its fair share of reviews from Amazon shoppers (over 3500!!) who praise it for its long length and the fact that you can customize your foot pads for strength. Get Tribesigns Modern Simple Style Computer Table on Amazon for $135,999.
TargetA's adjustable storage desk The table has features that will help you make it your own. Example: this desk with adjustable storage from Target. It has an open style shelf that you can move to match certain bins or decor elements. Décor. say it's easy to assemble and claim it's the perfect table when
you're at a pinch like us all right now. Get room essentials adjustable storage desk on target for $79.9910. A simple table with antique feelFor those of us who are looking for something a little more formal, this antique looking table will do the trick. Reviewers love how light and stylish it is, but warn the
directions were a little tricky, so read them in full before you start going. On the other hand, if you go back to your office and don't use it in the future, it will also make a great console table. Get the Linon Home Decor Rectangular Antique Tobacco 1 Drawer Writing Table at Home Depot for $111.86 Product
Review Experts have all your trading needs covered. Follow the latest offers, product reviews and other reviews on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Prices were accurate at the time of publication of this article, but may change over time. Courtney Campbell Reviewed.com - Recommendations are self-
selected by reviewers. The purchases you make on our links can bring us commissions. A few months ago, home work became the new norm for office workers across the country because of the COVID-19 pandemic. At first people stocked up on what they needed to get a job, but because it was a
temporary situation, investing in office furniture was not what many people felt necessary. Now that we are in mid-July and many offices do not reopen until at least 2021, the reality is that our homes may be doubling as offices for much longer than we thought. The same goes for students who will be
distance learning again when the next school year begins. While this is probably not a permanent situation if you haven't already, now is the perfect time to finally hunker down and set up an official office space at home starting from the desk. Fortunately, you don't have to spend too much to buy a quality
desk, which is essential for those on a strict budget right now. Retailers like Amazon, Wayfair, Target, and more are selling highly rated tables that fall under $150, a price that strikes the perfect balance of budget and quality. After cleaning the websites that carry the tables, we found 10 popular ones that
are still in stock. If you need a new office chair to go with your desk, be sure to check out our top-rated chairs coverage you can buy online, too.1. A simple table with thousands of reviews on AmazonWith with nearly 6,000 reviews and a 4.7-star rating, this is one of the most popular tables on Amazon. It
has cool, industrial legs as well as three different wood spots to choose from (oak, brown and vintage). The best part about this table is that no tools are needed to set it up. You just turn your legs and trim everything in place that reviewers can testify, it's easy to do. They also claim to The table is quite
sturdy. Get the Coavas Simple Learning Table on Amazon for $94,882. An inexpensive table with built-in storage that is perfect for small rooms This table at Home Depot is currently sold out in several colors, but is still available in Gray, Walnut, and Americano. If you work out of a small space, you want to
act fast because this table can fit anywhere. About 40 inches long, it comes with additional storage space for storing documents and table accessories or for displaying jewelry. Not to mention, it's less than $40, which makes it an excellent budget choice as well. Reviewers love how small and sturdy the
front desk feels, but do warn that you get what you pay for, so don't expect it to last for years. Take Furingno 40. A rectangular brown computer desk at Home Depot for $36,203. A wooden table from Target's Project 62 collection, which can be obtained in three different wooden spots, this modern-style
table is a great choice for any small home office. It's only 42 inches long and has two spacious storage boxes as well as two sockets and two USB ports built in. More than 1,300 reviewers love it for its style and easy build. Our director of audience development, Heather, recently bought this table and
says it was great for her home office. Currently, it is only available in oak. Get The Project 62 Loring Wood Writing Table on Target for $119,994. An industrial table with two levels Of dark metal legs and a wooden finish of this table from Wayfair will be lined with industrial vibes. It also has two levels,
making it ideal for decorating or placing an extra monitor on top. With over 2,000 reviews and a 4.5-star rating, reviewers love how easy this table is to assemble and how it fits into a minimalist space. Get Laurel Lyomium Modern Farmhouse Tess Table at Wayfair for $123,995. An L-shaped table on
Amazon that's great for gamingIf you have more space, an L-shaped table can be a great option. This table on Amazon is long enough to hold a second monitor or home printer, but it doesn't take too much space in your home just 45 inches long. You can also purchase two and create a U-shaped
workspace that will make for a great gaming setup. Get a GreenForest L-shaped corner table on Amazon for $149,996. A compact table with plenty of storage from WayfairReviewers love this table on Wayfair because it has an actual cabinet that makes it easy to store precious paper. It also has a small
house for laptops and binders, but only 45 inches long, so it's still a good size for Apartments. Happy customers love the table for its industrial farm style and the fact that it was easy to assemble. Get Laurel Limemia Contemporary Farmhouse Tristan Table at Wayfair for $149,997. Stylish table complete
with racks This sleek table is a fan favorite among Wayfair buyers. It has trendy X-framed legs and and With four cubbies to put a variety of baubles-all at an affordable price. Reviewers especially love it for how cute and sturdy it is. They also love that there is enough room to decorate it and make it their
own. Get the Langley Street Paige Writing Table at Wayfair for $106,998. A large table with a ton of reviews on AmazonLooking for a large but inexpensive table? At under $140, this 47 inch long desk should do the trick, as it is one of the longest tables available in this price range. It has earned its fair
share of reviews from Amazon shoppers (over 3500!!) who praise it for its long length and the fact that you can customize your foot pads for strength. Get Tribesigns Modern Simple Style Computer Table on Amazon for $135,999. TargetA's adjustable storage desk has features that will help you make it
your own. Example: this desk with adjustable storage from Target. It has an open style shelf that you can move to match certain bins or decor elements. Reviewers say it's easy to assemble and claim it's the perfect table when you're at a pinch like us all right now. Get room essentials adjustable storage
desk on target for $79.9910. A simple table with antique feelFor those of us who are looking for something a little more formal, this antique looking table will do the trick. Reviewers love how light and stylish it is, but warn the directions were a little tricky, so read them in full before you start going. On the
other hand, if you go back to your office and don't use it in the future, it will also make a great console table. Get the Linon Home Decor Rectangular Antique Tobacco 1 Drawer Writing Table at Home Depot for $111.86 Product Review Experts have all your trading needs covered. Follow the latest offers,
product reviews and other reviews on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Prices were accurate at the time of publication of this article, but may change over time. It's time.
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